
 

GM's Cruise robotaxi service to expand into
Phoenix, Austin
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In this Jan. 16, 2019, photo, Cruise AV, General Motor's autonomous electric
Bolt EV is displayed in Detroit. General Motors’ self-driving car company has
announced plans to expand a robotaxi service into new markets in Arizona and
Texas before the end of this year. Cruise told investors at a banking conference
Monday, Sept. 12, 2022, that an autonomous ride-hailing service that began
charging San Francisco passengers in June will make its debut in Phoenix and
Austin, Texas, within the next 90 days. Credit: AP Photo/Paul Sancya, File
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General Motors' self-driving car company on Monday announced plans
to expand a robotaxi service that recently launched in California into
new markets in Arizona and Texas before the end of this year.

Cruise, a San Francisco startup that General Motors bought six years
ago, told an audience at an investor conference that an autonomous ride-
hailing service that began charging San Francisco passengers in June will
make its debut in Phoenix and Austin, Texas, within the next 90 days.

As it already has been doing in parts of San Francisco during night-time
hours, Cruise's ride-hailing service will transport passengers in vehicles
that won't have a safety driver in them to take control if the robotic
technology malfunctions. Cruise CEO Kyle Vogt didn't provide
additional details about the ride-hailing services in Phoenix and Austin.

When its ride-hailing service enters Phoenix, Cruise will be competing
with another robotaxi service run by Waymo, a Google spin-off, that
already has been charging passengers there. Waymo is also testing a
robotaxi service in San Francisco that hasn't yet been cleared to charge
passengers.

Although Vogt told investors that the driverless ride-hailing service in
San Francisco is winning over many loyal customers, Cruise ran into
problems the day after receiving its permit from California regulators to
begin collecting fares.

In a regulatory disclosure made earlier this month, Cruise revealed that it
recalled 80 of its driverless vehicles for a software update after one of
the cars was involved in an accident that resulted in minor injuries.

Cruise told the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, that
one of its vehicles was making an unprotected left turn at an intersection
when it was hit by an oncoming vehicle. The Cruise vehicle had to be
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towed away from the scene, according to the regulatory filing.

© 2022 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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